
                                                   Reference  
about the work of magnetic impulse IM manufacture produced by RPE ‘MITEK’ Ltd.  
 
There were a lot of problems with irregular and untimely supply of granulated blast furnace slag in 
silos at CEMENT LLC, city of Odessa, since it was launched into operation. Many slag stuck in the 
bunkers thus, it made a negative effect on the production process of the complex. 

The specialists from RPE "MITEK" Ltd (Nikolaev), were invited for solving this problem. This 
company is specializing in the field of magnetic-impulse technology. It designed the equipment for 
prevention of bridging and cleaning of the internal volume of metal bins and other surfaces from 
freezing bulk materials. Tests have been organized for the most problematic silo, volume of 300 cubic 
meters, at the slag grinding line. It was equipped by IM installation with 4 executive mechanisms. The 
bunker was in continuous operation for over six months before and there were the large deposits of  
hung materials on the inner surface. 
The IM installation has shown the high efficiency of cleaning the walls from hunging of the blast 
furnace slag during the tests. IM installation cleaned the tank almost completely and released out about 
200 tons of previously frozen materials.  

Based on the positive test results, the installation IM3-1.2-4 zav.№4 / 09 was purchased and 
installed on the cement grinding line (overturning line and silos of slag, gypsum) in 2009. It works in 
continuous and trouble-free operation mode from the date of acquisition to the present day. 

Based on the positive experience of operating magnetic impulse installation IM3-1,2-4 zav.№4 / 
09, it was decided to acquire another installation IM3-1.2-4 zav.№36 / 10, in 2010 for elimination  of 
hanging of coal dust in the silo of mill preparation department of fuel mixture. The acquired IM 
installation performed effectively the functions entrusted to it, thus ensuring a continuous supply of 
coal mixture into the furnace in the period from 2010 to 2012. In 2012, CEMENT LLC, city of Odessa 
OOO "CT" stopped production of clinker and coal preparation department was closed down. 
Magnetic-impulse installation IM3-1.2-4 zav.№ 36/10 was transferred to the Department of cement 
grinding where it is exploited at present. 

Based on all of the above it can be concluded about the appropriateness of setting IM 
installations both at cement production facilities and the dust-coal fuel facilities because they provide a 
continuous output of material eliminating of hanging and perform the cleaning of the silos walls. 
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